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1.      (a)     An equilibrium opposes change (1)
1
(b)     (i)      Effect on yield of hydrogen: decreases (1)
Note C.E. if not decrease, but mark on if no answer
Explanation: pressure lowered (or increase opposed) (1)
by favouring fewer moles (of gas) (1)
(ii)     Effect on yield of hydrogen: increase (1)
CE if wrong as above
Explanation: pressure / concentration / reactants / steam reduced (1)
 by shifting to right (1)
or steam removed or forward reaction favoured
6
(c)     Reason 1: cost of high temperature / energy (1)
Reason 2: cost of plant (to resist high T) too high (1)
OR plant could not contain high T
2
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2.   (a)     (i)     Crude oil / oil / petroleum
Do not allow ‘petrol’
1
(ii)     Fractional distillation / fractionation / fractionating
Not distillation alone
1
(b)     (i)     5
Allow five / V
1
(ii)     Chain (isomerism)
Allow branched chain / chain branched / side chain (isomerism)
Ignore position (isomerism)
Do not allow straight chain / geometric / branched / function
1
(c)     (i)     C12H26 / H26C12
Only
1
(ii)     Thermal cracking
If not thermal cracking, CE = 0/2
If blank mark on
1
High temperature
Allow ‘high heat’ for ‘high temperature’
(400°C < T < 900°C) or (650 K < T < 1200 K)
Not ‘heat’ alone
If no T, units must be 650 – 900
and
High pressure (> 10 atm, > 1 MPa, >1000 kPa)
1
(iii)    To produce substances which are (more) in demand / produce products with a
high value / products worth more
Ignore ‘to make more useful substances’
1

(d)     (i)     Corrosive or diagram to show this hazard symbol
Ignore irritant, acidic, toxic, harmful
1
(ii)     (  120.5     × 100)(86 + 71             )
=76.75(%) or 76.8(%)
Allow answers > 3 sig figs
1
(e)     2,2-dichloro-3–methylpentane
Ignore punctuation
Any order
1
C3H6Cl
1
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3.      (a)     (i)      Covalent;
If not covalent CE = 0.
If blank, mark on.
1
         Shared pair of electrons (one from each atom);
Not shared electrons.
1
(ii)     Hydrogen bonds / H bonds;
Not just hydrogen.
1
Van der Waals/London/dispersion forces/temporary
induced dipole;
1
(b)     Showing all the lone pairs on both molecules;
Allow showing both lone pairs on the O involved in the H-bond.
1
          Showing the partial charges on O and H on both molecules;
Allow showing both partial charges on the O and H of the other molecule involved in the H bond.
1
          Showing the Hydrogen bond from the lone pair on O of one
molecule to the delta + on the H of the other molecule;
1
(c)     (i)      C2H5OH + 3O2 → 2CO2 + 3H2O;
Accept multiples.
Allow C2H6O.
1
(ii)     CO is (produced which is) toxic/ poisonous/C (may be produced)
which is toxic/ C is a respiratory irritant/ C (particles) exacerbate
asthma/C causes global dimming/ smog;
Must relate to C or CO.
Any mention of SO2 NO2 or other pollutants CE = 0.
1
(iii)     More fuel needed (which costs more)/Wastes fuel/
less fuel burnt (so need more to buy more)/engine gets sooty so
need to pay for engine to be cleaned/Have to fit catalytic converter;
Not just costs more.
Not engine gets sooty unless qualified.
1

(d)     (i)      (React) with CaO/ calcium oxide/quicklime/lime;
Accept CaCO3/ calcium carbonate/limestone.
Not chalk.
1
All the sulfur dioxide may not react with the CaO or CaCO3 /
may not have time to react/ incomplete reaction;
Accept incomplete reaction.
1
(ii)     Occupies a (much) smaller volume;
Not easier to store or transport.
1
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4.     (a)      (i)     M1    Initiation
         Cl2 file_0.png
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 2Cl•
Penalise absence of dot once only.
Penalise + or – charges every time
M2    First propagation
Cl• + CH2Cl2 file_2.png
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 •CHCl2 + HCl
Accept dot anywhere on CHCl2 radical but if the structure is drawn out, the dot must be on the carbon atom. Penalise this error once only
Penalise once only for a line and two dots to show a bond.
M3    Second propagation
Cl2 + •CHCl2 file_4.png
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 CHCl3 + Cl•
Penalise once only for double headed curly arrows
Mark independently
3
(ii)     M1    Condition
ultra-violet / uv / sun light
OR    high temperature
OR    400°C ≤ T ≤ 900°C
          M2    Type of mechanism
  (free-) radical substitution (mechanism)
2
(b)     (i)      CHCl3 + Cl2 file_6.png
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CCl4 + HCl
Allow X as alternative to CCl4 only if X is clearly identified as CCl4
1
(ii)     M1    Trichloromethane / CHCl3 has a C–H bond
         OR
          X / CCl4 / it has no C–H bond 
M1 must refer to presence or absence of the C–H bond in a compound
          M2   The infrared spectrum shows
(absorption / peak for C–H in range) 2850 to 3300 ( cm–1) is missing
M2 answer must refer to / imply the spectrum
Allow the words “dip” OR “spike” OR “low transmittance” as alternatives for absorption.
Ignore references to other absorptions.
2

(c)     M1 a statement about bond breakage / formation of Cl•
C–Cl / carbon-chlorine bond breakage occurs
OR Cl• / chlorine (free) radical forms
OR correct equation CHClF2 file_8.png
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Cl• + •CHF2
Penalise M1, if Cl• is formed from Cl2 as the only reaction or an additional reaction
Do not penalise an incorrect equation using CHClF2 if correct reference is made to Cl• formation or C–Cl / carbon-chlorine bond breakage
M2    Cl•     +     O3     file_10.png
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     ClO•     +     O2
M3    ClO•  +    O3      file_12.png
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       Cl•       +   2O2
M2 and M3 either order
Penalise absence of dot once only.
Accept dot anywhere on ClO radical
M4    CHClF2 / chlorine-containing compounds/ CFCs damage / react with /          decrease the ozone layer
ORthis overall decomposition occurs; 2O3 file_14.png
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 3O2ORwithout an ozone layer or with a decreased ozone layer, uv radiation is not being “filtered” / prevented from passing through the atmosphere or there is a concern about an increase in skin cancer etc.ORCl• catalyses the decomposition of ozone / a single Cl• causes (chain) reaction / decomposition of many ozone molecules / ozone layer
Award M4 for the general idea behind the EU justification for banning the use of CFCs as refrigerants
Penalise M4 if overall ozone decomposition equation is incorrect
Ignore “greenhouse effect”, “global warming” etc.
4
(d)     (i)	file_16.png
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All bonds must be drawn out
1
(ii)     2,3,3,3-tetrafluoropropene / it does not contain chlorine (atoms) / C–Cl (bonds)
Ignore “chlorine molecules”
ORIt does not produce Cl• / does not produce chlorine (free) radical(s)ORchlorodifluoromethane does contain chlorine / does
produce Cl• / does produce chlorine (free) radical(s)ORC–F is too strong and does not break / create radicalsORC–F is stronger than C–Cl
1
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5.          (a)     (i)      M1 Elimination
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M2 must show an arrow from the lone pair on the oxygen
of a negatively charged hydroxide ion to a correct H atom
M3 must show an arrow from a C-H bond adjacent to
the C-Br bond towards the appropriate C-C bond.
Only award if a reasonable attempt has been made
at the attack on the H atom of the appropriate adjacent C-H
M4 is independent provided it is from their original molecule
Award full marks for an E1 mechanism in which M3 is on the correct carbocation.
N.B. These are double-headed arrows
For M1, accept “Base elimination” but no other prefix.
Penalise M2 if covalent KOH
Penalise M4 for formal charge on C of C-Br or incorrect partial charges on C-Br
Ignore other partial charges
Penalise once only in any part of the mechanism for a line and two dots to show a bond.
Max any 2 of 3 marks for the mechanism for wrong reactant (or wrong product if shown).
Accept the correct use of “sticks” for the molecule except for the C-H being attacked
4
(ii)     Structure for pent-1-ene
CH3CH2CH2CH=CH2
Penalise C3H7
Accept correct “sticks”
1

(b)     M1 Electrophilic addition
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	M2 must show an arrow from the double bond towards the Br atom of the Br-Br molecule
	M3 must show the breaking of the Br-Br bond.
M4 is for the structure of the tertiary carbocation with Br on the correct carbon atom.
M5 must show an arrow from the lone pair of electrons on the negatively charged bromide ion towards the positively charged carbon atom.
	N.B. These are double-headed arrows
	For M1, both words required.
For the mechanism
M2 Ignore partial negative charge on the double bond.
M3 Penalise partial charges on Br-Br bond if wrong way and penalize formal charges
Penalise once only in any part of the mechanism for a line and two dots to show a bond
Max any 3 of 4 marks for the mechanism for wrong organic reactant or wrong organic product (if shown) or primary carbocation.
If HBr is used, max 2 marks for their mechanism
Accept the correct use of “sticks”
5
(c)     M1 Nucleophilic substitution
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	M2 must show an arrow from the lone pair of electrons on the nitrogen atom of an ammonia molecule to the C atom.
M3 must show the movement of a pair of electrons from the C-Br bond to the Br atom. M3 is independent provided it is from their original molecule
M4 is for the structure of the alkylammonium ion, which could be a condensed formula. A positive charge must be shown on/or close to, the N atom.
	M5 is for an arrow from the N-H bond to the N atom. Award full marks for an SN1 mechanism in which M2 is the attack of the ammonia on the intermediate carbocation.
N.B. These are double-headed arrows
For M1, both words required.
Penalise M2 if NH3 is negatively charged.
Penalise M3 for formal charge on C or incorrect partial charges
The second mole of ammonia is not essential for M5; therefore ignore any species here.
Penalise once only for a line and two dots to show a bond.
Max any 3 of 4 marks for the mechanism for wrong organic reactant (or wrong organic product if shown)
Accept the correct use of “sticks”
5
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6.          Condition = two from yeast (anywhere in question)
                   Air excluded or sterile / clean (2)
Ignore references to pressure / temperature / aqueous / dark / high alcohol conc
Temperature too low inactivates / deactivates enzymes or reaction too slow (1)
Temperature too high destroys or denatures yeast / enzymes (1)
Not kills enzymes; not deactivates here
Advantage 1 = sugar / glucose / carbohydrate is renewable resource / source (1)
Advantage 2 = production uses low level technology / cheap equipment (1)
Ignore references to energy
Do not allow contra-arguments about ethene
          C6H12O6 → 2CH3CH2OH + 2CO2 balanced (1)
          C2H5OH +3O2 → 2CO2 +3H2O balanced (1)
Allow C2H6O but penalise C2H5HO once
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7.	(a)     (i)      C4H10
Mr          = 4(12.00000) + 10(1.00794)
              = 58.07940 or 58.0794 or 58.079 or 58.08
and           58.1
Working is essential, leading to the final value of 58.1 which must be stated in addition to one of the four numbers underlined
1
(ii)     By definition
OR
The standard / reference (value / isotope)
Reference to 12C alone is not enough
1
(b)     
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All bonds and atoms must be drawn
Give credit for the displayed formula for the anion
1
(c)     (i)      H2C = CHCH2OH
Any correct representation including correct use of “sticks”.
Require the double bond to be shown
1
(ii)     Addition (polymerisation)
ONLY this answer
1
(iii)    M1     C = C (in range) 1620 to 1680 (cm−1)
M2     O ‒ H (in range) 3230 to 3550 (cm−1)
Award one mark for two correct ranges but a failure to draw out the C = C or O‒H bonds
2
(d)     (i)      CH3COCH3
Any correct representation including correct use of “sticks”
1
(ii)     C
1
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